The time course of the impedance changes caused by the contralateral acoustic reflex was investigated in five normal hearing, young adult subjects The acoustic reflex function was measured with equipment having a time constant of 15 milliseconds which permitted precise temporal measures. Temporal intervals from signal onset and termination to various portions of the acoustic reflex function were derived using an analysis procedure based on the slope function underlying the acoustic reflex response. These temporal intervals are related to physiological events underlying the acoustic reflex.
There are three important applications for temporal measures of the acoustic reflex. First, precise temporal measurements may lead to a better understanding of the relationship between the physiology of the stapedius muscle and peripheral auditory input into the reflex mechanism, since impedance measurements of the acoustic reflex reflect stapedius muscle activity."'. ''7 13s4' Second, the acoustic reflex may provide a unique, nonbehavioral measure of initial temporal processing in the auditory system, because the acoustic reflex depends upon peripheral input for its function and involves brain stem central auditory mechanisms.2-Third, a potential diagnostic procedure may be developed for use in clinical audiology if valid and reliable differences in the time course of the acoustic reflex can be demonstrated between normal and hearing-impaired subjects. Previous research has indicated that such temporal measurements of the acoustic reflex may be affected by both cochlear and retrocochlear hearing impairment^.^.^. 22. 3' * 32 Unfortunately, there are two major problems to overcome in order to make valid measures of the time course of the acoustic reflex. First, temporal measures must be made with instrumentation that has a short time constant. Second, the analysis of temporal intervals must be based upon a stable aspect of the acoustic reflex waveform.
The time constant of many of the reflex measurement systems used in previous research is quite long. For example, an unmodified Madsen 20-70 impedance instrument, commonly used for temporal measures, has been shown to have a time constant on the order of 90 msec.29*30*35 The use of a measurement system with a time constant longer than the phenomenon to be measured casts doubt upon the validity of the temporal measures obtained. The present research used an acoustic impedance instrument with a time constant of 15 msec in order to circumvent this potential problem.
A second difficulty is the determination of a stable aspect of the waveform of the acoustic reflex response upon which to base temporal measurements. The waveform of the reflex response is influenced by many factors and is not stable enough to be desirable for use as a foundation upon which to base temporal measures. The present research addressed this problem by using an analysis technique which concentrated upon the first derivative or slope function of the acoustic reflex response. By basing temporal measures upon the points of maximum and minimum slope the influence of reflex response instability, across subjects, such as amplitude, is minimized. For example, two subjects may have reflexes which are very different in terms of reflex amplitude. However, the point where the slope function reaches a minimum or maximum slope should remain relatively constant in time, regardless of the absolute value of the slope function at that point.
METHOD

Subjects
The subjects were five normal-hearing listeners with an age range of 23 to 30, with a mean age of 26 years. Subjects were defined as having normal hearing on the basis of pure tone (250 to 8000 Hz) and speech reception thresholds less than 10 dB HL (re:ANSI 1969); speech discrimination scores greater than 90% on CID W-22 word lists; and normal tympanometric and acoustic reflex test results.'' All of the subjects reported no history of prolonged noise exposure, known ear disease, or medical intervention for ear pathology.
Procedure
The experimental paradigm is shown in Figure 1 . The time course of the acoustic reflex was investigated for 500 and 2000 Hz sinusoidal activating stimuli which were either 100,200, 300, 500, 750, or lo00 msec in duration. All reflex activator presentation levels were 10 dB above each subject's reflex threshold for a 100-msec duration stimulus of the Frequency condition under investigation.
Acoustic reflex threshold was defined as the lowest activating stimulus intensity producing a detectable, timelocked, positive change of 0. corresponded to an impedance change of approximately 50 acoustic ohms. The exact immittance change was dependent upon each subject's baseline immittance and ear canal volume. A response averaging technique was used to lower measurement system noise and to stabilize the acoustic reflex response." Stimuli were presented in two sets of eight, with each stimulus in the set separated by 10 sec. The eight reflex responses for each set were averaged into a single function, which was used as the data for that set. Each set was repeated for each subject on different days. In order to ensure a constant sensation level for different days, reflex threshold for each experimental stimulus was obtained with signal averaging at the beginning of every test session.
Apparatus
The instrumentation used in this investigation may be seen in Figure 2 . The reflex activating system consists of the instruments depicted on the right while the reflex measurement system is depicted on the left side of the figure.
The reflex activating stimulus, hereafter referred to as the signal, was always presented to the left ear. A contralateral measuring technique was employed to avoid probe tone interaction. The signal was produced by an oscillator (Tektronix SG502) and its intensity and time of presentation was controlled by Grason-Stadler 1200 series logic modules. The signal was presented through a TDH-39 earphone mounted in an MX-41/ AR cushion.
The impedance change caused by the acoustic reflex was measured in the following manner. The probe assembly of a Madsen 20-70 acoustic immittance instrument was modified to assure that the probe microphone impedance was adequately high to avoid acoustic loading of the ear by the probe (R. H. Margolis, personal communication, 1980) . Details of the calibration procedure are given in the Appendix. This modified probe assembly delivered a 226 Hz probe tone to the ear in which the reflex was monitored. The manometer of an immittance instrument (Madsen 20-70) verified that an adequate seal existed between the ear canal and the probe assembly. The output of the probe microphone was directed through two amplifiers (Tektronix FM 122, Grason-Stadler 1285) and then band-pass filtered from 120 to 320 Hz by two cascaded filters (Krohnhite 3550). This 200 Hz bandwidth was chosen because it is wide enough to allow a short time constant for the measurement system but narrow enough to filter out extraneous signals such as crossover from the contralateral reflex activating stimulus. The output from the filters was channeled through a rectifying circuit, differential amplifier, and into a response averager (Hewlett Packard 5480A, 5486A, 5487A). The timers in the reflex activating system triggered the response averager 50 to 100 msec before the onset of the activating stimulus. The acoustic reflex response and the reflex eliciting stimulus were recorded on separate channels of the response averager. A hard copy of the averaged response was provided by recording the output from the response averager with an X-Y plotter (Hewlett Packard 7035B). The calibration procedures for probe tone intensity and impedance measurements are described in the Appendix. The data were converted into acoustic ohms using the procedures given in the Appendix and a slope function was derived from the data.
RESULTS
Data from four of the five subjects in this experiment were analyzed using the above mentioned procedures. The fifth subject, however, presented an "oscillatory" reflex which precluded accurate temporal analysis. This subject's data will be reviewed after the results of both the latency and recovery analysis are described for the other four subjects.
The slope function was plotted and two classes of time measures were obtained. Time measures from the onset of the signal were termed latency measures, whereas time where the slope function returned to baseline (LBL). The three recovery measures were defined as the time interval from the termination of the signal to: (1) the peak amplitude of the reflex response (RP); (2) the minimum slope (RMIN); and (3) where the slope function returned to baseline (RBL).
Latency Analysis Table 1 provides a summary of the latency measures. The data for the 500 Hz condition are presented in the Table 1 . Mean latency measures, expressed in msec, as a function of signal duration for the two frequency conditions of this experiment. The coefficient of determination (R') is given for a straight line fitted through the data for each latency measure (except LON) as a function of activating stimulus duration. S.E. given in parentheses. The data were collected from four subjects. The definitions of each latency measure may be found in Figure 3 .
Signal
Latency These studies used equipment with a much longer time constant than was used in this investigation. The latency measure LMAX also appeared to remain relatively constant across all signal durations, increasing only very slightly as signal duration increased from 750 to 1000 msec. This slight increase may be accounted for by the change in time scale of the reflex measurement system necessary between the 750-and 1000-msec signal conditions. Measurement noise was introduced by increasing the time scale from 100 to 200 msec/cm which was necessary because of equipment limitations. The latency measures LP and LMIN both increased linearly as signal duration increased. In fact, the slope of a regression line drawn through both measures had a slope value approaching 1. The coefficient of determination (R') for both measures, regardless of frequency, is 0.99, which illustrates the linear relationship between signal duration and the latency measures LP and LMIN. These two measures behaved in such a similar manner it was tempting to postulate the existence of a constant between them. Analysis of the temporal difference between the two measures indicated that these latencies gradually diverged linearly from each other as signal duration increased.
The final latency measure, LBL, also increased linearly as signal duration increased. However, the slope of this linear increase was almost twice that of the latency measures LMIN and LP. It is apparent that as signal duration increased, the time it took the reflex response to return to base line increased much more rapidly than any other latency measure.
Recovery Analysis
Temporal interval from the termination of the signal to the peak amplitude of the reflex response (RP) is plotted in Figure 4 for the 500 and 2000 Hz conditions. RP gradually decreases with increasing stimulus duration of 750 msec. The negative values represent cases where the peak occurred before the termination of the activating stimulus. These data become reasonable when we consider the effects of adaptation on the acoustic reflex response.4o Table 2 provides a summary of the recovery measures. The data for the 500 Hz condition are presented in the top half of the table with the 2000-Hz data presented in the bottom half. The recovery to the point of minimum slope (RMIN) was relatively constant for both frequencies. The exception for the lOOO-msec, 2000 Hz signal may be due to adaptation effects, as was noted above for RP. However, the recovery to the peak of the response (RP) and recovery to base line (RBL) both change linearly with activating stimulus duration but in opposite directions. RP decreased with increasing stimulus duration while RBL increased with increasing stimulus duration. There are several factors that make the proportional increase in RBL with increased activating stimulus duration interesting. First, the amplitude of the response was constant for activating stimuli beyond 500 msec. Second, the peak of the response actually approached the onset of the stimulus, suggesting that adaptation increased with increasing stimulus duration. Third, there was no frequency effect, in spite of the adaptation effects noted above. Finally, the value of RMIN was constant, which suggested that tne increase in RBL occurs beyond this point.
Oscillatory Behavior
One of the five subjects had "atypical" reflex behavior for the 500 Hz condition which caused her data to be analyzed separately. This subject's reflex activity as compared with a typical response is shown in Figure 5 . When a slope function is obtained from this reflex response, the points of maximum and minimum slope occur as a result of the initial response peak. Unlike the other subjects, this initial response peak remains constant, hence points of maximum and minimum slope remain constant, regardless of signal duration.
This oscillatory behavior in the acoustic reflex has been noted by other^^."^^^ and has been observed to be unique for 500 Hz signals. Although this response behavior was noted for only one of five experimental subjects, its mention in the literature indicates that oscillatory behavior in normal hearing subjects is not rare. 
DISCUSSION
Indirect impedance measurement of the acoustic reflex appears to accurately reflect stapedius muscle contraction as measured directly with electromyography (EMG).2*3 However, the time course of the impedance change is substantially different from that of EMG. The time interval from onset of acoustic stimulation to the beginning of muscle contraction is on the order of 12 msec as measured with EMG.3.9.10.13.41 Th e same temporal interval is on the order of 70 to 90 msec as measured via impedance. The reason for this difference is related to the types of measurements involved. The impedance measurement involves not only the stapedius muscle, but also other middle ear structures. In addition, the stapedius muscle must also contract with enough force to alter the impedance characteristics of the middle ear sufficiently for the change to be detected with impedance instrumentation. Apparently the initial electromyographic response reflects muscle action potentials which are detectable as an EMG response, but are not strong enough to affect the acoustic impedance of the middle ear. In effect, the stapedius muscle starts its contraction, but the acoustic reflex, defined in terms of having an effect on the sound transmission properties of the middle ear, has not yet occurred. Based upon the results of this research, it appears that the time course of the acoustic reflex may be divided into three separate temporal intervals, each reflecting physiological processes occurring in the middle ear. Each of these temporal intervals will now be discussed.
The first temporal interval is reflected in the measure LON (the time interval between the onset of the acoustic reflex activating stimulus and the onset of a positive impedance change in the middle ear). Although in terms of a change in acoustic impedance nothing happens until 70 to 90 msec after the onset of the reflex activating stimulus, a great deal happens physiologically during this temporal interval. EMG work states that the start of stapedial muscle action potentials occurs after an initial onset latency of 12 m~e c .~,~ It can be concluded from these results that there is a neural delay of 12 msec, during which time the acoustic stimulus is processed by the cochlea, and is relayed through the polysynaptic reflex arc to the stapedius muscle which in turn develops enough electrical activity to be detected by electromyography. This leaves approximately 60 to 70 msec before a detectable impedance change occurs. During this temporal interval, the muscle develops enough contractile forces to eventually alter the acoustic impedance of the ear. This contractile strength is probably influenced by the muscle tension at the onset of acoustic stimulation and the particular structural characteristics of the middle ear system involved. Actual impedance changes may occur toward the end of this temporal interval, but may be below the noise level of the impedance instrumentation used to record the response.
The second temporal interval is measured from the onset to the peak of the acoustic impedance change. For the activating stimulus durations utilized in this experiment the acoustic reflex magnitude continued to increase, with few exceptions, until a short time after the cessation of the activating stimulus. This impedance change is initially quite rapid and then becomes evermore gradual toward the end of the activating stimulus duration.
It is tempting to further divide this second temporal interval into two subsegments based upon the relationships between the measure LON and LMAX. The point of maximum slope appears to occur at a relatively constant temporal interval from the point where the reflex response first leaves base line in a positive direction. Hence, the rising portion of the reflex response could be divided into the time course from the onset of the response to the point of maximum slope, and the time interval from the point of maximum slope to the peak amplitude of the response. Both of these temporal intervals behave differently in response to changes in the duration of the activating stimulus. The former remains relatively constant while the latter increases linearly with increasing activating stimulus duration. If this division of the rising portion of the reflex response is warranted, one would expect consistency across subjects with each having similar proportions of maximum impedance change at the point of maximum slope. Table 3 contains the proportion of maximal impedance change that occurs at the points of maximum and minimum slope for the subjects in this investigation. The data for the point of maximum slope are presented in the top half of the table, while the data for the point of minimum slope are presented in the bottom half of the table. As can be seen in this table, the point of maximum slope occurred characteristically at about 50% of each subject's maximum reflex amplitude, regardless of frequency. Since the point of maximum slope occurs at approximately the same point in the onset portion of the reflex response in both time and amplitude, across all subjects, and appears not to be influenced by frequency, Minimum Slope 44% (8) 44% (1 4) 48% (11) 34% (9) 29% (8) 35% (8) 43% (1 6) 48% (6) 41% (8) 40% (7) it was hypothesized that the point of maximum slope may reflect the physiology of the stapedius muscle. All of the relevant research dealing with the morphology of the stapedius muscle involves animal research. Teig36 looked at the tension and contractile properties of the stapedial muscle of cats and concluded, with reservations, that the stapedius muscle consisted of only fast muscle fibers. However, anatomical investigations on both the stapedius muscleI2 and on the brain stem neuronal connections to the stapedius muscle24 have provided clear evidence for the possibility of both slow and fast muscle fibers in the stapedius muscle of cats.
If the human stapedius muscle is similar to that of the cat, it may contain both slow and fast muscle fibers. If such is the case, then a possible physiological explanation for the rising portion of the acoustic reflex response would be as follows. The initial 50% of the maximum impedance change is a result of fast muscle fiber contraction in the stapedius muscle. Slow muscle fiber contraction then occurs which is responsible for the remainder of the rising portion of the acoustic reflex response. This physiologically based explanation of the rising portion of the acoustic reflex response must be treated as speculation until future anatomical and morphological investigations determine the actual muscle fiber components of the human stapedius muscle. The results of this investigation suggest that both types of muscle fibers may be found.
The third and final temporal interval that makes up the time course of the acoustic reflex is measured from the peak of the response to the point where the reflex response returns to base line. This temporal interval, analogous to the before-mentioned rising portion of the response, may also be further subdivided into two temporal segments. As can be seen in the lower half of Table 3 , the point of minimum slope occurs at about 40% of the maximal impedance change, and at a constant temporal interval from the offset of the activating stimulus. The lack of presence of a frequency effect implies that this phenomenon is primarily muscular.
Since the point of minimum slope occurs similarly across all subjects and does not vary as a function of frequency, it was hypothesized that the falling portion of the reflex response may reflect the physiology of the stapedius muscle in a similar manner as the rising portion of the reflex response. In effect, fast muscle relaxation may account for approximately 60% of the falling portion of the reflex while slow fiber muscle relaxation accounts for the remaining portion. Once again this segmenting of the rising and falling portions of the acoustic reflex response must be considered as speculation until further morphological information on human stapedial muscle is obtained.
This discussion of the time course of the acoustic reflex would not be complete without mention of the process of adaptation which underlies acoustic reflex function. In addition, mention must be made of the oscillatory behavior noted in one of the five subjects for the 500 Hz signal conditions.
Adaptation in the acoustic reflex has been studied extensively in normal hearing subject^'^*^''^^*^ and found to vary with frequency. It has also been extensively studied clinically and found to be of diagnostic si nificance in Adaptation processes in the acoustic reflex are directly reflected in the recovery measure RP (the temporal interval from the offset of the activating stimulus to the point of maximum reflex contraction). Since the measure RP varies as a function of frequency, it is probably the result of neural properties in the acoustic reflex mechanism. The results of the present investigation indicate that the effects of reflex adaptation are evident even with short duration stimuli and must be taken into account in any physiological explanation of the time course of the acoustic reflex.
Oscillatory reflex behavior was noted in one of the five subjects in this investigation. There may be a temporally based explanation for this type of behavior. This subject may have an acoustic reflex mechanism with an unusually short time constant that would allow this response pattern to occur. The other subjects had longer time constants which precluded this type of behavior because their reflex mechanisms responded too slowly. Examination of the latency measure LON (the temporal interval from the onset of the signal to the point where the slope function left base line) supports this contention. The subject with oscillatory behavior had a mean LON value of 46 msec compared to the mean value of 93 msec for the other four subjects. This appears to support the hypothesis that oscillatory reflex behavior may reflect an acoustic reflex system able to respond with unusual rapidity.
The results of this study have clinical implications. First, since the measured reflex latencies obtained are in good agreement with those found using unmodified commercial impedance meters? 15*25*27 it would appear that the time constant of certain commercial impedance meters have little effect on the onset latency of the acoustic reflex measured in typical, normal-hearing adults. However, to make accurate temporal measurements of very short intervals or reflexes with oscillatory behavior, the time constant of the reflex measurement system becomes extremely important."
A second clinical implication has to do with the variability of measures based upon the slope function of the reflex. The variability of these measures were not sufficiently reduced from other latency measures of the acousvarious pathologies of the auditory system.', g: 7. 14* 16* '9*34
The Time Course of the Acoustic Reflex 241 tic reflex to warrant routine clinical use of this procedure to obtain temporal measures ofthe acoustic reflex. Perhaps this variability could be reduced via faster digitizing rates or other modifications to the procedure. Future research needs to be done in order to reduce this measurement variability, as well as to determine the effects of various stimulus parameters and hearing impairment upon the slope function of the acoustic reflex.
SUMMARY
The time course of the acoustic reflex may be thought of as consisting of three temporal intervals. Each of these intervals reflects ongoing physiology of the acoustic reflex mechanism. The first two temporal intervals reflect excitatory mechanisms which are responsible for the elicitation and growth of the acoustic reflex. The first temporal interval is the initial latency period from 70 to 90 msec in duration from the onset of acoustic stimulation to the onset of the impedance change associated with the acoustic reflex. The second temporal interval consists of the rising portion of the acoustic reflex response and results from that aspect of stapedial muscle contraction underlying changes in the impedance of the middle ear. The third and final temporal interval consists of the falling portion of the acoustic reflex response and represents underlying adaptation and relaxation mechanisms which are responsible for the return of the acoustic reflex to its preactivation state. Adaptation in the acoustic reflex is responsible for any decrement in the reflex response while the activating stimulus is present. Adaptation of the acoustic reflex is influenced by both duration and frequency of the signal and, hence, it is hypothesized that adaptation reflects neural processes in the acoustic reflex mechanism. It is the interaction among the mechanism of excitation, adaptation, and relaxation that is responsible for the time course of the acoustic reflex.
modules. In this manner it was possible to mix the output of the probe assembly with increments of 226 Hz which varied in both intensity and duration, and measure the system's response to these temporal stimuli. It was not necessary to introduce these increments into the system before the probe assembly because it has been demonstrated that the probe assembly has a negligible time constant.= The various increments superimposed on the probe tone level varied in intensity from 0.1 to 0.3 dB and in duration from 50 to 1000 msec. The rise/fall times of the increments was 10 msec. The time interval between signal onset and 64% of maximum amplitude on the rising portion or between signal termination and 36% of maximum amplitude on the falling portion of the increments was recorded. The time constant of the measurement system was established as 15 msec through the analysis of these results.
The sound pressure level of the probe tone was calibrated by attaching the probe assembly to a sound level meter (Bruel & Kjaer 2209) through a HA-2 2cm3 coupler (ANSI S3. 7, 1973) . The level of the probe tone was varied and found to be linearly related to voltage changes as recorded with the signal averager over a range of 10 dB.
The voltage changes produced in the probe microphone were converted into impedance values using the following procedure. The probe assembly of the impedance instrument was attached to a 2cm3 variable micrometer syringe (Gilmont S1200) which allowed changes in air volume to occur in 0.1cm3 steps. The output voltage of the probe assembly was then recorded for different volumes of air expressed in cm3. Calibration of the probe assembly in this manner demonstrated a linear relationship between the output voltage and the logarithm of the volume of air in the variable syringe over the range of voltages used in this investigation. Knowledge of this relationship allowed any voltage value recorded on the response averager to be converted to a known volume of air. The impedance of this volume of air could then be expressed in acoustic and corrected to the plane of the tympanic membrane,= if the subject's ear canal volume was known.
Ear canal volume was established by getting a voltage value from the measurement system at a negative ear canal pressure of -300 mm H20. This method has been shown to derive an acceptable estimate of ear canal volume. 33 Measures of ear canal volumes were derived for each subject before the presentation of each stimulus set. The reasons for constantly reestablishing the value of the ear canal volume were 2-fold. First, the ability to make the measurement established that the probe assembly was adequately sealed in the ear canal every time actual data were collected. Second, research@ has established that changes in ear canal impedance can occur over the time interval of the entire experimental session. These impedance changes occur gradually over time but can be significant over the 20 min each experimental session lasted. By reestablishing ear canal impedance at the start of each experimental trial, this effect was minimized.
Each acoustic reflex tracing was recorded on graph paper (1 0 squares to the inch) by the X-Y plotter connected to the response averager. These tracings were then digitized by sampling every 10 or 20 msec, dependent upon the time scale used to initially record the reflex response on the response averager and the limits of the graph paper used. These digitized records of each reflex tracing were then entered into a computer (DEC LSI-11) and the resulting data file was digitally low-pass filtered (12.5 Hz) in order to smooth the waveform of the acoustic reflex. The original and filtered data file were then plotted and compared in order to ensure that no temporal distortions were introduced by this filtering procedure. A slope function was then determined by calculating the first derivative of the filtered reflex record with a softwave system entitled MAP.'*
